
LRAD Saves Lives
ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY         SUPERIOR INTELLIGIBILITY

SAFELY SECURE BORDERS, PORTS, AND TERRITORIAL WATERS

◼ Border Security >>>

Advanced
Public Safety 
and Homeland 
Security Solutions
In today’s escalated threat 
environment, security measures 
that enhance public safety and 
secure critical infrastructure are 
top priorities.

LRAD Corporation’s highly 
intelligible, long range 
communication systems are being 
used by public safety and homeland 
security agencies in 72 countries 
around the world to safely hail and 
warn, inform and direct, prevent 
misunderstandings, determine 
intent, establish large safety zones, 
resolve uncertain situations, and 
save lives on both sides of the 
Long Range Acoustic Device.®

The Global Leader in Acoustic 
Hailing Devices and Advanced 
Mass Notification Systems 

APPLICATIONS
• Communicate to Individuals and Large Groups
• Humanely Direct Refugees to Aid & Assistance Centers
• Conduct Special Operations and Law Enforcement Missions
• Facilitate Search & Rescue Missions
• Interdict & Prevent Terrorism, Human Trafficking & Drug Smuggling

Integrating remotely operated LRAD-RX tower-mounted systems 
with radar, cameras and other sensors provides added security for 
fenced and unfenced border areas. The ability to remotely hail and 
warn provides border security agencies a proactive approach to 
securing borders not possible through camera-only solutions.

BENEFITS
• Turn passive surveillance systems into remote first responders
• Cover more border area with less manpower
• Facilitate local and wide-area communication
• MILSPEC tested and certified for all weather use
• Seamlessly integrates with existing cameras & other sensor systems
• Cost effective alternative to fencing isolated border areas
• Safe, proven and effective

LRAD products are available through multiple channels including
Force Protection Omnibus IDIQ

GSA Advantage
Federal and State grants

FEMA RKB Standardized Equipment List (SEL) and others

From the hand-portable LRAD 100X to larger systems temporarily or 
permanently mounted on towers, structures, vehicles, trailers, vessels 
or helicopters, LRAD products and systems hail, warn and 
communicate to crowds, individuals, and into buildings, vehicles and 
vessels over distances up to 5,500 meters, saving lives on both sides 
of the Long Range Acoustic Device.

LRAD broadcasts are safely 
optimized to the primary 
human hearing range of 1-5 
kHz to generate live or 
recorded voice messages 
with exceptional clarity. 
LRAD’s advanced driver and 
waveguide technology 
ensures every broadcast cuts 
through crowd, engine, and 
background noise, and is 
clearly heard and understood 
in any language.

Public safety, homeland and border security agencies in 72 countries 
around the world, including more than 375 U.S. cities, counties and 
states, use LRAD systems and support equipment.
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SAFEGUARDING THE PUBLIC & PROTECTING OFFICERS

SAFELY AND EFFECTIVELY ENFORCE PRISONER COMPLIANCE

RELIABLE COMMUNICATION DURING DISASTERS & EMERGENCIES TURN PASSIVE SURVEILLANCE SYSTEMS INTO REMOTE FIRST RESPONDERS

◼ Law Enforcement 

◼ Corrections

◼ Mass Notification ◼ Homeland Security

SAFELY HAIL AND WARN  ·  INFORM AND DIRECT · PREVENT MISUNDERSTANDINGS · DETERMINE INTENT WITH CERTAINTY · ESTABLISH AND ENFORCE LARGE STANDOFF AREAS · CHANGE THREAT BEHAVIOR · RESOLVE UNCERTAIN SITUATIONS

LRAD fills the critical gap between the poor voice quality and 
limited  broadcast range inherent in bullhorns and vehicle public 
address systems, and kinetic measures including water cannons, 
tear gas projectiles, rubber bullets, pepper balls, Tasers, and flash 
bang grenades. As part of field and special response team 
operations, LRAD safely extends the perimeter in friendly or 
escalated environments keeping the public and law enforcement 
personnel out of harm’s way.

APPLICATIONS

• SWAT Operations
• Hostage / Barricaded Subject 

Negotiations

• Serving High Risk Warrants
• Civil Unrest
• Active Shooter Situations

APPLICATIONS

• Barricaded Prisoners
• Cell Extraction
• Stop Prison Yard Fights

• Disperse Inmates
• Disrupt Prisoner
   Communication

BENEFITS
• Safer Alternative to Kinetic Force
• Applicable to a Wide Variety of Law Enforcement Situations
• Clear Communication to Large Crowds
• Broadcast Intelligible Warnings, Notifications and Commands
• Broadcast Range up to 3 Kilometers

APPLICATIONS

• Severe Weather, Earthquakes,
   Tsunamis, Fires & Floods
• CBRN / HAZMAT Incidents
• Evacuation & Shelter Notifications
• Humanitarian Relief and Disaster
   Response
• Lifeguard Towers / Recreation  
   Areas / Sports and Special Events

Omnidirectional LRAD ONE VOICE® 
systems combine warning sirens and highly 
intelligible, 360° voice broadcasts to 
provide advanced mass notification and 
public address solutions. Standard warning 
system installations sound sirens to alert of 
approaching danger, but are technologically 
incapable of broadcasting clear voice 
messages containing critical information 
about the severity of the situation and 
recommended actions to protect and 
save lives.

BENEFITS
• Permanent or Mobile Systems
• Highly Intelligible Voice and
   Warning Tone Broadcasts
• Uniform 360° Coverage
• Enhanced Security
• Optimized to Primary Hearing Range

APPLICATIONS
• Remotely Secure Borders & Critical Infrastructure
• Enforce Exclusion Zones
• Incident Communication & Management
• Disperse Riots

LRAD’s Homeland Security 
solutions turn passive 
surveillance systems into 
remote first responders
by broadcasting warning 
tones and powerful, live or 
prerecorded voice messages 
to potential threats over large 
distances. LRAD systems safely 
determine and alter threat intent, 
eliminate false alarms, reduce 
manpower, and create a permanent 
perimeter presence along borders and 
around airports, seaports, power plants 
and other critical facilities.

BENEFITS
• Establish larger security areas for increased asset protection
• Provide greater coverage with fewer personnel
• Determine intent from extended distances
• Extend perimeter security and enforce exclusion zones
• Reduce false alarms and protect personnel


